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~ 1. BACKGROUND AND OBSERVATIÖNS

A. .Historv of the Dixon Lawsuit

In February 1974, a class of individuals civily committéd to St. Elizabeths
Hospital, including lead plaintif Willam Dixon, filed suit against the Federal
government (which operated St. Elizabeths) and the District of Columbia (which
was responsible for community mental health centers in the District). The
plaintif class, which ultimately included individuals at future risk of

hospitalization due to the lack of community services, sought community-based
mental health treatment for class members whose mental ilnesses were not
deemed by their treating professionals to be suffciently severe to require
hospitalization.

~

In December 1975, the District Cour ruled that individuals subject to the
Ervn Act háve a statutory right tötréatinentin the least restrictive 

setting,
including placement in alternative community facilties when treating
professionals have determineds\1chtreatinent is appropriate. In 1980, following
two years of negotiations, the Federal and District defendants and counsel for the
plaintiff class, agreed to the entry of a consent order and an implementation
plan. The order established the Dixon Implementation Monitoring Committee as
a mechanism for overseeing the execution of 

the Plan, including tracking the
avaiability of necessary resources, advising the Cour on systemic obstacles to

reform, and reporting the concerns raised by the class members.

The Federal government transferred St.. Elizabeths Hospital to the District.

of Columbiåm1987. Ths reorganization btought al óf the District's mental
health service COmponentstogether uridera single adininistratioIl- the 

newly
created CömmIssionon Mentál Hèálth Semces ("CMHS"). A new consent order
and a 5-year Servces Development Plan ("SDP") weré approved by the 

Federál
Court in 1992. When the District faied to meet its obligations thereunder, a
Special Master was appointed in May 1993 to oversee the implementation of the
SDP, the 1992 consent order, and prior Court orders.

~

In May 1995, as a result ofa motion by plaintifs to expand the powers of
the Special Master into those of a Receiver, a new consent order was entered by
the Cour. .The order provided for a $12 milon inrrease in the community adult
mental health services budget and for the engagement of outside consultants to
review the management of CMHS and the Mobile Community Outreach
Treatment Team, t'MCO'!'). Whe these "Phase I" conditions were achieved,
the "Phase II" recommendations - which caled for the implementation of a
management audit, the establishment of two MCOTTs, and the development of a
Homeless Servces Plan, among other things - were not successfuy

implemented.
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.In December 1996, based on the District's repeated non-compliance with
the Dixon decrees, the plaintiffs again moved' for the .establishment of a Court-
ordered Receivership. The Federal Court heard the motion in April 1997 , and
granted it in June 1997. The Court's order bestowed upon the Receiver broad
powers over personnel, contracting, facilties and the budget. The overriding
charge includødtheman.date for development of an integrated and
comprehensivecom,.innnity-basedsystem of care.

The first Receiver was appointed in October 1997. inOctober 1999, the
Court heard a request from the plaintifs for an independent audit of CMHS
attivities under the Receiver. The paries and the Receiversubsequently agreed

to an audit of CMHS budgeting, prÇ)curement and patient account management,
and to a stakeholder committee process to assess progress on issues of concern.
Continued frustration with the pace and diection of progress ultimately led to
the resignation of the fist Receiver in March 2000.

Following negotiations among the parties, the Court issued a consent order
establishing a Transitional RRceivership starting Apri 1, 2000. T~e order stated
that day-to-day operations of the mental health system would be returned to the
District by January 1, 2001, at the earliest, or April 1, 2001, at the latest. The
Transitional Receiver was cha.rged with developing - in consultation with the

parties -an integrated, comprellensive and cost-effective community~based plan

for the provision of mentalhealth care in the District (the "Plan"). This is that
Plan.

Beginning with the assumption of day-to-day operations by the District, a
probationar period not to exceed six months is to be used to determine whether
the District has the capacity to implement, and is implementing, the. Plan. The
Transitional Receiver is to monitor the District's performance for the Cour
durng this period. If the Transitional Receiver certifes that the District has the
capacity to implement and is implementing the Plan, tlle Transitional .
Receivership wil be terminated.

B. Observations on the Current State of tlle Svsteni
The central question that pervades the last 25 years of legal and

organizational activity in the District mental health community is: Whàt have
we learned in that time that might be instructive in our planningfor the future?
Each person and organization involved i:n the long and frstrating process brigs

to this query a unique perspective forged from hard-fought, hard-earned
experience. Because I am an outsider, however, I think I bring to the mix a
dierent perspective, and perhaps one less afected by the trials and tribulations
Qthers have experienced in getting to this point. A few of my observations follow:

?
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1. The Need for Direction

Although a plan for the future direction and development of the public
mental health system in the District was drafted and approved in connection
with the transition of St. Elizabeths to the District's control, neither it nor other
plans developed over the years were ever fully imple.mented. This has often left
many well-intended actors in the system movin:g in diferent directions and at
different. speeds. We must put in place a comprehensive Plan that will provide
clear direction for the system.

2. The Need to Esta Ush a Se arate "Authorit "
. ResDonsib~~~ j'

..~ tf
Historically, CMH:: has both served as a provider of servces and tried to

oversee a fragmented, very dependent and largely underdeveloped system of care.
The lack of any meaningful separation of these very diverse and inconsistent
roles has led to endless confusion and often animosity within the system.

Even more problematic is the fact that wllen an organiz~tion, such as
CMHS, attempts to function as both an authority and a provider, overall capacity
questions are raised relating to the entity's ability to fulfi both 

roles. As a

result, the critical (and non-delegable) "authority" tåsksof creating and
sustaining clear goals and values for the system tend not to receive the necessar
attention. This historical barer to CMHS success has been made essentially
insurmountal:le by a confusing web of existing statutory requirements and
limitations, as well as the lack of a legislative mandate requing CMHS to
promulgate and implement a set of 

system-wide goals and values.

We must establish a mental health agency with a meaningful separation
between its authority and provider functions, and the unambiguous
responsibility and authority, and the necessary resources, to promulgate and
sustain clear goals and values for the system.

3. The Need to Redefine the Provider Role

Confsion and incapacity issues such as those faced by CMHS have led
inost governental jursdictions across the country to get entirly out of the
business of diectly providing outpatient/rehabiltation servces. 

Whe it is not
unusual för state governments to continue to operate public inpatient "safety net"

facilities to supplement private inpatient capacity, it is now highly unusual 
for

the governmental entity to be a major provider of community servces. We must
develop a publicly funded system with the incentives and capability for utilzing

both public and private mental health servces in the most appropriate and
effective manner possible.

1
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4. The Need for Clear and Sustained Leadership

For CMHS, a multiplicity of players and power bases across the executive,
legislative and judicial arms ..of District government has led to a great deal of
stalematiIig, inertia and stop-start activities. Symptomatic of this dynamic has
been the continual change in leadership. The abilty to attract and support high-
qualty, stable leadersmp must be viewed as a priority for the future.

'"

5. The Need for the System to Embrace Change

The fact that the Federal Court has been involved with the District's
mental health system for more than twenty-five years makes it. clear that judicial
intervention alone cannot bring about syste::s change. Fundamental and lasting
systems change must come from within; it cannot be forced from the outside. We
must create a mental health system that nurures an envionment that meets
the needs and inspires the confdence of the stakeholder community.

6. The Need for Infrastructure
In order to provide comprehensive and functional mental health services to

District residents, the mental health system must be supported by underlying-
systems for policy development, budgeting, purchasing, and jnformation storage
and retrievaL. The historic ineffectiveness of such basic infrastructure systems
tlioughouttheDistrict creates unique chalenges for any policy initiative. It is
easy to agree, .for example, that a new financing mechanism. for community

. servces is long overdue. However, creating the necessary infastructure to help
m.ke this happen is a daunting task. Ths Plan must put in place the resources
necessary to create the infastructure needed to operate an effective and

responsive mental health system.

7. The Need for Productive Collaboration
The effectiveness and effciency of the District's mental health system are

dependent on the active support of other key City agencies. Other District
agencies and the popUUations they serve are liewise dependent on coordiation

and cooperation with a well-functioning public mental health system. Without
such collaboratiôn,pr.oblems are tyicaly addressed only in part, and creative

opportunties to devise comprehensive solutions to "big picture" issues are lost. It
. is increasingly apparent that strong City leadership. is necessary to create needed

. cross..8.gèncy collaboration. We must put in place a Planthat empowers the
mental health system to playa leadership role in such collaboration.

A.
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8. The Need to Nurture Ootimism

The amazing thing is not that the current system has bred 
numerous

pockets of anger and frustration. The surprise is the number ofp.eople who
continue to hope, and to find ways to make hope real- in spite of 

the system's

shortcomings. The blueprint for the future must build on the system's strengths,
and the undaunted commitment and devotion of many key people must be
acknowledged and utilized.

II. ApPROACH To DEVLOPMENT OF THE PLA

A. Puroose of the Plan

The purpose of thia Plan is to provide an overall policy framework for
meeting the Dixon mandate to devélop and implement an effective and
integiated community-based system of mental health care for consumers in the
District of Columbia. It is crafted to achieve a delicate balance. The Plan must
be suffciently descriptive so as to provide strong guding principles and a clear
framework for the current and future direction of the Districts mental health
services. At the same time, it must retain the capacity to be dynamic as the new
system unfolds and evolves.

For example, it is neither possible nor desirable to set out highly specifc
service targets,as these ~ill change and be adjusted over time. The Plan
attempts' to create the greatest degree of "tightness" at the broadest level- e.g.,

clear statements of mission, values, goals, key functions and principles to drve
. the system - and to provide succinct descriptions of the role(s), governance

structure and financing of the District's public mental health authority into the
future.

It is imperative that the new mental health system has the capacity to
measure itself in key performance areas. The ongoing measurement of system
performance from both organizátional and servces perspectives is critical to
ongoing improvement in systems performance. Achievément of this objective
requies agreement on the most critical areas to be measured, baseline measures
in those areas, and an ongoing understanding that these areas wil be measured
over time.

The Plan, then, fulflls its purose in three distinct ways:

. by articulating. systems ..direction, phiosophy,key functions 
and

structure;
. by describing how the system's major roles and governance wil take

shape; and
. by ensurng that the system has the ongoing, built-in capacity to

measure itself in key areas and to translate these findings into
continual improvement.

:S
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B. Process for Plan Development

Information, impressions and advice concerning Plan development have
been gathered in a variety of ways and from many sources. The Receiver's
Advisory Council has regularly discussed the development of the Plan, raising
and proposing Plan components, responses, and implementation activities.
Various forums held with interested parties have provided opportunities for
discussion and feedback. In addition, individual structured interviews have been
conducted with key informants, including executive, legislative and judicial
branch offcials. .

This process has been conducted to create an envionment that promotes
healthy and organized'interaction, discussion and debate. The substance of the
Plan is, of course,. a matter uniquely reserved to the parties and ultimately the
Court. The probabilty of achieving a'successful transition to the new system of
care will be vastly improved, however. because the Planha~ been discussed and,
hopefully, will be embraced by the wider governmental and mental health
community.

III. KEy ELEMENTS OF THE NEW MENTAL HEATH SYSTEM

A. Mission: Dvnamic Systems ofaare Built on Consumer Needs

The overalmissioIl' pf the new Pistrict of Columbia me,ntal nelÙth system
is to develop,supppI,,aI1d mopjtpr an efie,ctive and integrated community-based
system of ser:ces for peJJsonsvy~th identifableiiental health nee.ds, To

accomplish this mission, the system must be restructured to perform the
dierent and more diverse functions necessary to. significantly increase the total
number of persons served.

As with any such system, the priority in service response and system
design should be on tho.se individuals with more severe forms of mental or
emotional illness. This includes those who fal, within the federally-accepted
definitions of severely and perslstËmtly mentaly il adults or severely emotionaly
disturbed chidren and youth. Individuals with the highest degree of'
symptomatology and at greatest risk of pai and suffering have a higher
probabilty of be~oming a burden on their famjlies, sufering academic faiure,
being incarcerated, abusing alcohol and other drugs, etc. Left untreated, these

individuals disproportionately consume resources of numerous public systems,
such as schools, chid welfare agencies and law enforcement programs.

6
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Contemporary mental health systems - when truly consumer drven -

. offer greater potential for serving individuals, including persons with severe
illnesses, than ever before. In such systems, newer 

medications combine with a

community system flexible enough to meet individual needs to provide 
consumers

with a new sensé of dignty and hope, as well as demonstrated 
participation and

success in the larger community. Such a system will be "recovery based."

Such ends can only be achieved in a mental health system that is
integrate'd, community-based, and provided primariy in the consumers' natural
envionments (e.g., schools, hOIles, neighborhood health clinics). These .
characteristics permit greater partnering with other helping professions, earlier
identification of mental health issues, and reduced stigmatization. Further, the
most significant strides can be made when pr9gréssively greater resources are
targeted toward prevention and early intervention efforts focused on younger

, people and located in community settings.

At the heart of the new mission for the District's public mental health
system is the need to create dynamic systems of care buit on consumer needs.
Meeting this obligation requies demonstrated commitment to a system-wide
services philosophy that is:

. Person-centered: For children and youth, this 
means child;.centered

and family-focused. For both adultsánd children and youth, it means
that the system must fundamentally align itself so as to respond to the
unique types and mix of services each person (and family) requires.

. Community-based: The locus of servces as well as accountability and
defined decision-making responsibility should be at the 

community
leveL.

. Culturally comuetent: Agencies and individual staff should be

responsive to the unique cultural, racial and ethnic diferences of all
who are served.

B. Internalization of Consumer-Driven Core Values
In the reformed mental health system, all efforts, resoures and behaviors

must reflect the. vie-wthat "the cdnsUr~r iaÜtcharge." COI'é values i;ust be
defined, adopted, and tránslatedinto concrete behaviors aridpråctices' at each
level of the orga~ization. A consumér-drvéri process fácmtáted by the
Transitionál Receiver.has identifed the systém's cOre 

Values asréspect,

accountabilty,recovery-based, quality, education ånd carig. These values have

been adopted, and are described more fuy, in the Receiver's FY 2001 Strategic

Plan.

7
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Monitoring conformance with these values through standards and

contracts is one powerful way to ensure thatthe system is consumer-driven.

Broad and consistent commitment to these values should also underlie and
thereby help stabilze relationships between the mental health system and
external constituencies, such as .courts and other agencies, and internal
stakeholders, such as system employees. CMHS has already begun to .

successfully implement consumer-driven values with the CarePoint Project. This
kind of effort must be continued and expanded.

c. Mandated SeDarate and Indenendent Authoritv Role

The new District mental health agency, hereinafter the "Department of
Mental Health". (the "Department" or "DMH"), wil be created as a cabinet-level
agency, with its Directnr reporting directly to the Mayor's Offce. The key task of
the new Department must be to provide the gove:rnmental leadership and
oversight functions necessary to manage a complex and pluralstic community
mentalhea.th:system. The new Department's structure and authority must give
it a clear mandate to play this key role actively and aggressively. This authority
must besepara.teLand distinctwithin DMH'sstructure, with,c1ear demarcation
between the authority role and any role DMH plays as a provider. This is
important not only because the work of an authority and a provider are vastly
different, but also because the "authority side" of the Department wil have
certifcation and licensure responsibility for all mental health services and
programs -including a.ny that the Department may deliver directly.

1. DMH's Powers and Duties

Legislation establishing the new Department must grant DMH the powers
and duties necessary to car out its "authority" responsibilties. Key authority

functions include those discussed below. .

a) Quality Improvement and Provider Oversight

In order to carry out the new comprehensive regulation and licensing
mandate described below, DMH will hie adequate numbers of trained staff to
certif and/or licenseánd,tnonitor alnon..hospitalinentalhealthfacilties and
program/? fOr whiçhlicensuue .isreq\1Ired under PisirictJa.w, includjng ~pecifcally .

Communty Reside:Qce.Ea.~ilties, 1\eclca.i(( Pay Treatment Programs, Free-
Standig. N)entaa. Rea1thc:lini!c~, .R-sìae,ntiaJ Treatment Crnters for. Chidren and.
Youth, and Mobile CQmrp\1l1ty O\1treachTreatment Team Servces. It should be
noted that individual professionals wil continue to be licensed according to
current practice, and the.refore wil not be licensed by DMH. The Department
wil also develop standard.s for certifcation of Core Servce Agencies (described in
. detai below) and specialty servce agencies. Through its quality improvement
and provider oversight function, the Department wil implement means to
stimulate, oversee and reinforce the values of a consumer-drven modeL.

R
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b) Planning and Policy Development

DlVHwillberesponsible for mental health planning and policymakng. It'
will develop the Districtis mental health plan and take a leadership role in
ensuring that the planning and policies of other District agencies are consistent
with the Districtis mental health plan. DMH wil also promulgate' 

policies and

rules to govern the mental health system. DMH wil develop 
and adopt an

annual strategic plan which will be used to measure system performance
throughout the year. .

The annual strategic plan will buid upon the Receiver's Plan and will

incorporate specific tasks and timelines, and provide for clear management
accountabilty for their accomplishment. The Department will involve
consumers, community stakeholders, providers and staffïn its planningprocesses. .

c) Medicaid Responsibilities

The Department wil utilize Medicaid as a major funding source for
community..base~ séryicés andwill sèek to maxmize Medicaid reimbursement at
both the servcès' and administrative lévels. DMH wil administer - via 

written
agreement with the Medical Assistance Administration ("MA") - those portions

of the state Medicaid program relating to mental health. DMH must therefore
have the delegated authority to fufi all of the responsibilties of a health plan,
in active collaboration with the MA. .

The Department wil implement th.e.Medicaid Rehabiltation Option
("MRO") to support' 

an arta.y of community servces for Medicaid éligible
individuals. Ovèr the past fieen Yéatsrmorå than 40. states have 

used the MRO
modeL. It is now the single most signcant method of federal reimbursement of
community mental health servces, particularly for adults with long term
disabilties and chidren and youth with signcant emotional problems.

The Deparment must havé the abilty to develop specifc MRO servces,
fee for servce rates, eligibilty criteria~ information systems, payment
mechanisms, etc. Whe. substantial progress has been made during the
development of this Plan, full implementation of the MRO wil take a minimum
of 18 to 24 months, and wil requie a continuing commitment of resources. A
specifc MRO plan with key tasks and timelines wil be shared with providers
and advocates.

9
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d) Systems of Care Management

DMH will play tlle key leaderßhip role inthe design and development of an
ovérall "systems ofcare"mocJel. These systems of care will address the .
challenges.Jaced by adults, chidren a.nd youth with inore severe forms of 

"mental
illnessa~dlor emotio~alprpbieDls, who often must deal with multiple and often
unconnected servcesyst.ems. Implementing this model wil require DMH to take

. the lead in developing alternative approaches to the planning, funding and
delivery of services. These approaches stress strong cross-agency partnerships, a
shared responsibility for ultimate outcomes, mobile/onsite responses by mental
health professionals, a shared philosophy of consumer-driven services and family-
driven supports, and the mixing and matching of funding streams to support an
overall servces plan.

In developing systems of care, the Department must exhibit leadership in
servng the special populations and services for which it will be responsible,
including children and youth and adults, with particular attentio.n to individuals
who are homeless, have a forensic statiis, or need housing and other special
supports. Leaders responsible for each of these special service areas must
develop a clearvision,treate cross-agencypartnerships, and involve consumers
and fami.y.members as fullparticipants in. servce plannig and evalu2Ìtion.
Under the systems of care model, DMH should alsodevelop utilzation
mamigement strategies to assure that consumers receive the right services, in
the right amount, at the right time.

e) Child, Youth and Family Services

Effective servces for children, youth and their family must be developed
and organized by the new. Department. DMH must establish,. through an .
interagency workgroup, a cross:-systems approach to funding, policymaking and
establishment of a single system of çare for children and youth with mental
health needs. New MRO servces, espe~iany connmunity based intervention,
must provide alternatives to out-of-District placement of chidren and youth.
Care management strategies, including streamlied, integrated servce planning
that meet the needs of chidren and youths and their families in.a varety of
settings, must be iinPlemented across al systems of care. Servce strategies
including sC::oolbasedservce strategies, must also be put in place. Strategies
aimed at sUPPprring,ancJ treating children whq ai-e theresponsibility of the

Children aI1CC.JJ~inily.Servces Age~cy e'CFSA"), or tlieYouth Services
AdministratioI) ("'¥SA"),.or whQ~eho.mei.ess or separatec1fromtheirfaaes,
must be a priority. Al services must be consumer and family båsed,with
familes playing an integral par in servce planning and decîsion-making.

10
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f) Cònsumer and Family Mairs

Departmental planning and evaluation must involve consumers and family
members at all stages to instill across the agency a deeply-held belief 

that the
people best equipped to evaluate priorities 

and practices are consumers
themselves. Like most state departments of mental health, CMHS has created a
separate Offce of Consumer and Family Afairs ("OCF A"). While this is an
important first step, it does not - in and of itself - accomplish the end goal of
creating a consumer-driven system of care. To do this, leaders and managers at
all levels must embrace consumer involvement in the design, implementation and
evaluation of services. For example, this Offce could direct the monitoring and
measurement of the system's conformance. to the consumer driven core values. .
The new OCFA will have its own discrete budget, and will continue to be a full
partner in the team that leads the Department's delivery systems efforts.

g) Organizational Development and Training

As services are reformed, the size and responsibilities of the Department's
workforce are likely to change, and the need for training and staff development
will intensify. All staff providing services wil be required to demonstrate
knowledge and performance competencies in a range of areas, including the
recovery model and cultural competence. The Department will establish a
Training Institute, develop strong working relationships with local universities.

. and other professional resources, and provide a continuous learning environment
for consumers, community stakeholders, staff and providers. It is also critical
that the Department work with organized labor to find effective ways to manage
the ongoing retraining and redeployment of staff throughout this dynamic period
of change.

h) Enforcement of Consumer Rights

Consumers and their advocates need effective administrative mechanisms
to enforce statutory protections for consumers of public mental health care. The
Deparment must, through the thoughtfu and innovative involvement of neutral
thid parties, develop and implement non-judicial processes to protect consumers
and address their grevances. Fundamental faiess, such as the meaningf
opportunity to be heard, whether individually or throlJgh one's representatives,
and real enforcement consequences, must be hallmarks of such a system, and
must be proposed by the Deparment in rules adopted with the support of
community stakeholders. Fortunately, there are many successful models that
can be explored. Implementing the fai hearing processes required under federal
Medicaid law will be a good beginning, but the Deparment must extend these
Idnds of protections to all consumers of public mental health care. It is important
that the development and initial implementation of a consUmer protection
process and ful and fair grevance procedures be accomplished before the end ofthe Receivership. . .

. o. ..~..-..-_. .. 11
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2. DMH Leadership Roles

Many DMH leadership positions will report directly to the Director of the
Department, have responsibilties that cut across agency lines, and 

exercise

authority that traditionally has been held by other District offcials (such as full
procurement and personnel authority). In exercising such authority, the
Department's leadership 

will follow the substantive laws and policies of the
District and work colhiboratively with District leaders to ensure cross-agency
teamwork and participation. If existing laws and reguations impede
implementation of the Plan, the Director wil 

"consult with the Mayor to develop
an appropriate resolution.. This coopeTation will balance the legitimate and
important District.:wide control function with DMH's mental health system
responsibilities and strong consumer service and support phiosophy.

a) Chief Financial Officer

The financing and delivery of health care is a complex endeavor. The
Deparment's ChiêfFinancial Offcer ("CFO"), will be appointed by the District's
CFO in collaboration with the Director. The CFO wil directly report to, be
ultimately responsible to, and be under the supervisory direction of the District's
CFO, through the Director. The CFO wil be responsible for working a,sparr .of
theDMHleådership té'åmtó develop 

fiscal strategies consistent witlltlleovéral

diectionfo:t the' system, ánd Itfcomp'lå.nce withapplièableDistrict and;Medicaid
lawsa.::dpolicies.TlieÐFO'wi advöcate . 

for . and adVance;the pQlieyQbjectives of

the DìtéctÓt, to 'the éx:tent consistent with his or her ultimate respOÍlsibiltyto

and supervisory control by the' 
District's CFO. The CFO must put into place

sound budgeting systems, establish and maintain clear accountability for
management responsibilty, produce financial 

and performance reports on a
timely basis, develop financial policies that ensure adequate internal controls,
monitor the fiscal development and performance of both DMH and private
providers, and develop and implement the bilng systems that wil be necessar .

to support MRO and other contracts.

. b) Chief Information Offcer

The 'ííew€hief"InfÔrmation' Offcer ("CIO"). must establish the information
systems policiés'åöd-technology;to support 

an increasingly community- and thid
par ptovvdèr- båsed'mentalhealthsystem. TheClO mJ.st wOrk in p.artnership
withinterlãã anaèXtê:rnal ptovidetentities in offering information .systems

trä1r'ing;support and cønsultation. These responsibilties will require capital
investment in both hardware and software. The CI0 wil actively coordinate
with the Offce of the Chief Technology Offcer ("OCTO") in establishing needed
information systems' plans and policies.
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c) Governmental Relations

The Department will maintain an active Governmental Relations function
that will work collaboratively with the District's Offce of IntergovernIXental
Relations to infuence, monitor, and educate key governmental players as 

part of

an overal governmental relations strategy. As the Department's authority role'

develops, a proactive legislative agenda must be developed. Department
leadership will work with mental health advocates, the Mayor's offce, other
agencies, City Council members, and at times 

with congressional offces. As
federal and local legislation is passed, the Offce of Governmental 

Relations will

educate DMH leadership, staff, 
and advocates concerning new requirements

and/or opportunities (e.g., new funding opportunities).

d) Public Relations.

The Department wil maintain an 
active public relations function with

responsibility for media relations, communications within the system and among
Department-run programs, and the development of effective public education
efforts. As community services increase, DMH wil have both the opportunity
and the need to help neighborhoods, churches, schools and the general public
better understand the nature of 

mental and emotional ilness. This ongoing

effort should be planned with input from consumers and advocates, as well as
communications professionals. The Department's public relations function will
operate in collaboration with the M~yor's Communication Offce.

e) General Counsel

The Department must establish an Offce of Genéral Counsel to serve as
the principal Ie gal advisor to DMH with respect to its authority functions. The
Offce of the General Counsel wil be organizationaly separate 

from the Offce of

Corporation Counsel currently located at St. Elizabeths Hospital, which wil
continue. to represent the provider side of the Pepartment and serve as outside
legal'counsel for the Deparment 

on litigation matters. The General Counsel wil

have an attorney-client relationship with the Diréctor and 
wil be included asa

senioréxecutive in policy 
deliberations concerning the Deparment. The General

Counsel wil be appointed 
by the DMH Director with the approval of the

Corporation CounseL. The General Counsel wi advocate vigorously for the
Director's position on legal issues, and if such advocacy poses a confict with a
legal position of the Corporation Counsel, wil seek exemption from the
Corporation Counsel's supervsion 

as to thát position in accordance with section
855(b) of the D.C. Government Comprehensive Merit Personnel Act.
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f) Compliance Offic'er

Contemporary health care organizations .put in place mechanisms to
assure compliance in a complex, highly-regulated. environment. The Department
wil empIQY and designate a Chief Compliance Offcer, who will develop and
i~plement a corporate compliance plan that includes the nationally accepted
elements of a health care compliance plan. The plan wil include the requisite
training of staff to ensure compliance with HCF A rules. In addition, the
Compliance Offce wil develop the capacity to conduct auditing of both
Department-run and contracted-for agency programs, in order to investigate
potential contract, billing or management non-compliance and recommend
appropriate remedies for correction.

g) Clinical Offcer

The Department will employ a Chief Clinical Offcer, who will be aBoard-
certified psychiatrist, to function as the clinical leader for the authority si.de of
DMH. Among other duties, the Chief Clinical Offcer will have responsibility for
setting hospital admissions criteria for patients receiving publicly funded mental
health care and for setting up systems to monitor the care of persons committed.
to the Department by the courts.

D.. Core Service Agencies

A key objective of this Plan is the reliable and effective provision of mental
health and related servces to adults, chidren and youth, andtheir families, no
matter how complex their needs, with maxmum consideration given to consumer
and family choice in treatment. A key to' aCÀieving: .tlls.gq~ iao:çgallizing the
system in amannér that assures ibateach .cQllsÙMerhaahislheJ'myn '~cl.inical
home": .' anel'tityresponsiblefQtan,aacco.-untable, to that cansumertnr thefu
aray oftheIrservce and support needs on a continuous basÎs, regardless of the
consumerrs legal;'clii~alor physical status. At the consumer level, this entity is
responsible for assurng that mental health servces are maxmaly integrated
with other servce systems with which the consumer interacts. Thus, the clical

home wil assure access, promote continuity, prevent unnecessar institutional

reliance, and avoid cost shiing; DMH is liewise responsible for these outcomes
at the system-wide leveL.

This provider "home" wil be referred to as a Core .Servce Agency (CSA).

Each CSA wil be charged with carryng out treatment planning responsibilties
for any person served by that CSA in the mental health system. ACSA must
provide directly four key servces for both adults and children and youth:
diagnosis/assessment, community support services, medication and somatic
treatment, and outpatient counselig/psychotherapy. The CSA may arrange to
have some services delivered by other providers under sub-contract with the
CSA, pursuant to very specifc requiements.
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. CSAs must offer access to rehabilitation, assertive community treatment,
community based intervention, and partial hospitalization and crisis emergency
services, either independently or through formal, uniform agreements with
qualed specialty service providers. CSAs shall also offer directly, or arrange
for, if needed and clinically appropriate, other services, including residential
services, housing, psycho-educational services, day programs and peer and family
supports. CSAs must accept clinical, financial, and legal responsibility for'

servces they provide directly and through their sub-contractors.

The Transitional Receiver's Offce has developed Medicaid 
certification

standards for CSAs. MA intends to.'adopt rules implementing these sta~dards
for Medicaid services, and they wil become the Department's standards for all
community-based serVices. Central to these standards and their implementation
are the following requirements:

r

. CSAs must assure that consumers and familes are provided timely and

accurate information, that consumer communication needs are
addressed, that staff are fully oriented to the servce delivery system
and toa wide rangeofcon.sumer needs, that servces are made
avaiable in accoi-dance with standards for emergent, urgent and
routine need, and that consumers' rights relating to access to services,
treatment planning and servce delivery are fully explained and
.protected.

. CSAs must assure that clinical operations, documentation and
treatment planning process are streamlined, consumer- and family-

centered, culturaly competent, and meet a high level of professional
standards.in providing care.

. CSAs must assure that consumers and their families have freedom of
choice and the abilty to access needed serviceS and that services are

effectively monitored to assure quality and continuity of care.

. CSAs and DMH must assure that chidren and youth and their familes
are aforded child/youth and family specifc servces with the same level

of attention as servces provided for adults.

r

Workig with each consumer and his or her family or 
representatives, as

appropriate, each CSA wil authorize treatment by developing Individual Plans.

for Care ("IPC") for al chidren and youth, and Individual Recovery Plans ("IRP")
for al adults receiving servces. IPCs and IRPs wil state as objectives the
specifc consunner or family strengths to b.e built upon, skis to be developed, and
identif needed servces and resources to be changed, modifedoi- secured to

. achieve each goal. IPC requiements wil be based on evidence-supported and
family-centered service approaches, and IRP requirements and prototyes wil
draw from the recovery approach to treatment planning and service delivery.

._- ~_....._--- ......._-. .. 15
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Each CSA wil assure meaningful involvement of adults,. children and
youth and their familes in their own treatment planning and choice of services

throughout their course of treatment. For adults, family involvement will occur
only with the consumer's own expressed consent. CSAs will be required to
measure respect, consume); satisfaction and dissatisfactiqn, and meet access and
cultural competency standards as part of the DMH certification requirements.

. The CarePoint Project has begun to demonstrate the value and
. effectiveness of focusing responsibility and performance incentives for
individualized services and supports withi a single community-based entity.

This model must be adapted to take ful advantage of the MRO funding and
apprqach. The involvement of consumers in both staff and advisory roles is' an
additional facet of the CarePoint model that should be examined and replicated.

E. ImDrovinl( Crisis ResDonse and Access to the System

Providing timely, effective and holistic assistance to persons experiencing
psychiatric crisis or emergency is critical to such persons, their families and
signifcant others, and to the safety and health of the citizens of the District.
Crisis response is a primary function of a public mental health system,which
must be able to intervene in a wide range of crisis and emergency situations with
services which identif and quickly address underlying problems or conditions-
such as a developmental disorder, a history of abuse, trauma, or a medical or
legal problem - and return the person to routine functioning as quickly as
p'ossible.

CMHS'has begun constructing the pieces of a crsis emergency system,
. which ",il be planned and coordinated with the District's existing emergency
response systems, including the Metropolitan Police Department and Emergency
Medical Servces. The Comprehensive Psychiatric Emergency Program
("CPEP") and Chidren's Intake Division ("CID") were developed in response to
the. .need fora comprehensive crisis system. Compared to other communities of
comparlllJle size, however, the curent system is seriously lacking in capacity to
serve people experiencing a range of crisis needs. These shortcomings are
particularly acute with respect to crisis stabilization and quick, on-site, mobile
response. The current system also severely under-serves chidren and youth,
lacks capacity to. provide sèrvces to 'chidren and youth served by other chid-
servng systems,ànd is extremely costly relative to the total number of'persons
served.

Access to the new mental health system, which often occurs initialy in,
response to a crisis, must be highly flexible and well-organized. As has béen
discussed above, MRO wil provide consumers with access to a wider aray of
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serVces and 'programs than has been possible in the past. But MRO also
requires improved coordination, particularly at the front door to the system, to
enable consumers to take advantage of this broader access and assure them a
choice of provider.

1. The "Hub" Approach

This Plan calls for the construction of a stronger and better-integrated
Access Crisis Response System based on a "Hub" concept at the center, with a
range of crisis service options available to meet consumers' varyng crisis needs.
Under this model,"DMH wil directly operate core functions of 

the "Hub". It wil
also ensure the availability of a more flexible array of other servces through very
specific third party contract agreements or through direct provision of such
services if necessary. The Department wil concentrate on activities 

that enhance

access to the system for all consumers, their familes, other health care and
safety personnel.and providers. .

A key element of the Hub model is a 24-hour¡ 7-day-a-week telephone
hotline, information and referral, dispatch and triage c"enter, operated by DMH.
This centerwill be located at a central single site. Specifically, it will:

. provide initial telephonic professional assessment, crisis intervention and
triage for persons presenting for servce;

. dispatch crisis mobile teams as appropriate after initial and immediate

. assessment;

. coordinate access,and link persons to out-of-home crisis stabilization

servces;

. provide crisis back-up telephone, triage and dispatch 
support to site-based

psychiatric crisis-emergency and crisis stabilization providers, as well as
other health and safety systems (e.g., police, CFSA, YSA, etc.);

. be a connector for consumers and providers to servces;

. facilitate communication for the entire system of Deparment-contracted
providers to assure continuity of care and information for persons enterig
the system through this crisis portal;

. provide information on resources available through DMH and private
mental health and other health and human servces providers, and other'
information regarding benefits, legal requirements, eligibility, etc., as
requested by callers; and

. . provide a trained volunteer-based telephone line for persons needing such
contact, and for telephone wellness checks.
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2. Crisis Response Services

In addition to Hub services, the Access Crisis Response system will include
mobile crisis teams, site-based psychiatric emergency services and crisis
stabilzation servces.

Separate Mobile Crisis Teams wil be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week for children and youth, and for adults. Al teams will be trained to provide
back-up covérage for persons of all ages to assure adequate coverage in the event
that demand exceeds available resources. Need and availability of resources
should be addressed by the Department at the end of the fist year of operation, .
because demand for this service may be low untilthe teams gain experience and
their existence and value become recognized by health. and safety personnel and'
consumers themselves. Hub dispatchers wil prioritize and coordinate teams to
maximize this limited resource.

Apart from the Hub, Site-Based Psychiatric Emergency Services must be
avaiable 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Providers (e.g., hospital emergency
departments) interested in and capable of providing face-to-face assessment,
evaluation and crisis interventions may be authorized by the Department,
pursuant to contract, to conduct involuntary commitment evaluations. Sites
must be set up and organized to facilitate access and use by health and safety
personnet Adults and children and youth must have separate waiting and
treatment areas. Providers must have available a range of on-site interventions,
including medication, observation, psychiatric evaluation, crisis counseling and
seclusion andrestrait. Emergency sites must be staffed to ensure that triage
occurs within 15 minutes and thát consumers are seen by a qualied clinician

within one hour of arrivaL. Service providers must have agreements with medical
facilties or have. personnel ~vailable to treat medical emergencies within time
frames' dictated by Medicaid requireipents.

Crisis Stabilization services may be provided in the home or outside of the
home. The extent to which crisis stabil.zation servces of any sort can be made
avaiable, an.d the type of such servces provided, however, wil depend largely on
the livaiabilty of qualiéd providers ånd of Medicaid and/or other funding. .

MRO can help suppõrt increased in-home services.capacity, described as
"Community Basèd Intervention" for chidren and youth or as a "Community
Support Program" servce for adults. Interventions are developed with the
consumerj and asapPl'opriate, their family. Each individual's crisis stabilzation
plan may include behavior management, medication monitoring, safety checks,
overnight support, crisis counseling and/or interaction modeling if the adult or
child consumer is living with hislher family. Out-of-home crisis stabilization is
provided in respite locations or emergency therapeutic care programs for children
and youth and in bridge housing or crisis residences for adults.
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3. One:oine: Analvsis of Crisis Service Provision

~ Like all elements. of the new mental health system, the Department's crisis
response system must be dynamic. DMH wil continue to analyze and adjust.

crisis intervention services as need, effciency, effectiveness and funding require.

The system described above wil 
liely require funding in excess of that

presently available for crisis emergency servces in the CMHS budget. The
Department wil need to devote the entire existing emergency services budget to
these services, add additional funds as new revenues become available, and
redirect funds saved in other parts of 

the system. At a minimum, the Hub, the
basic Mobile Crisis team configuration, and at least one psychiatric emergency
servce, must be funded. Crisis stabilization services and additional Mobile
Crisis Teams should be added as funds are identified from other parts of the
CMHS budget.

(

In the near term, the Department will continue CMHS's practice of
providing crisis services directly. At 

the same time, however, DMH will assess
the feasibiiity, cost, and effcacy of seeking certain crisis services from private
providers. This wil be done in a Request For Information process, the results of
which should guide future steps. Whether the crisis servces are provided
directly and solely by the Department (an unliely scenario), or progressively
through contract with private providers (a more successful approach in most
jurisdictions), the crisis system must perform in ways that meet established
standards and community 

expectations for respopsiveness and performance.

F. Fundine: Stratee:es

A long-standing problem of the District's mental health system has been
the lack of a clear and sound management approach for maximizing services
funding, providing incentives to community providers (including CMHS's diect
servces), and effciently and effectively using local appropriated funds.

Persons may not be discriated against based on their eligibilty or non-
eligibilty"for Medicaid, Medicare, or private insurance coverage in assessing or
meeting service needs. Rather, the provision of services shall be based upon an
individual clical assessment of the client's needs, consistent with the
Deparment's promulgated rules for priority populations.

(
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1. Maximizini: Fundini:Availabilitv

Federal reimbursement (particularly through MRO) must be maximized
for commu.nity-based servces. Not only will the Federal government pay 70% of
the cost of such services, but utilzing MRO creates incentives for providers to
deliver services consistent with this Plan and the requirements of the Dixon
decree. These incentives wil also lead to improved productivity.

MRO-funded services will include diagnosis and assessment, medication
'and somatic treatment, counseling and psychotherapy, community sùpport,
community-based intervention, parial hospitalization, crisis/emergency servces,
assertive community treatment and rehabilitation. These services wil be
available to both adults and chidren and youth. Any willng provider who meets
Department certification standards may provide' these servces. To ensure
conformity of service delivery regardless of funding source, the same standards,
definitions 'and requiements will apply to servces funded through local funds
(including Department funds), as well as to services funded by Medicaid.

The availability and scope of services for individuals who are not Medicaid
eligible or of services not reimbursable by Medicaid will by necessity be subject to
local funding constraints. However, it is the clear policy intent of this 

Plan to
have clinical and service needs drive the systems response, as opposed to
Medicaid eligibility or non-eligibilty. Criteria are being established for servces
not covered by Medicaid' and for the amount and tye of servces available to
consumers who are not Medicaid-éligible. It will be important for the
Department to utilize Medicaid whenever possible to ensure that local funds can
be maxmized for non-eligible consumers and non-reimbursable services. The
amount of funds needed for the 30% MRO local matching funds, Rnd the impact
of that obligation on the overal mental health budget, must be monitored on a
continuous basis. ..

The Transitional Receiver has already entered into a Memorandum of
, Agreement with MA to gude the development and utilzation ofMRO. A State
Medicaid Plan' amendment has been ::ed by the MA to gain Health Care
Financing Administration ("HCFA") approval for a start date of Apri 1, 2001. In
addition, tbe Department's enabling legislation wil replace the existing
Certifcate of Need ("CON") process for mental health servces with an
alternative plannig, review, and approval process for all community-based
mental health servces and programs, which will be licensed or certifed by the
Department.
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These and other new funding strategies wil require the Department and

providers to develop new administrative competencies. Previously, the
mechanisms used to deliver, document and bill services were tied to the system
used at St. Elizabeths, because most Medicaid biling was for hospital outpatient
services. DMH must develop new eligibility and enrollment, financial
management and contracts management systems that wil:

. enhance the timeliness and accuracy of enrollment and eligibility

verifcation (this wil requ~e a close working relationship with
the MA);

. improve rate setting and billing;

. fund services by paying for actual services rendered; and

. process contracts, submit and adjudicate claims, and fix

proble~s in a judicious and effective manner.

There must also be more timely information available for decision support,
and sufcient budgeting and planning capacity' to assure that the system can
operate within budgetary limits and that revenues are collected in a timely and
predictable manner. Increased management capacity and technology must be
created to accomplish these tasks. .

~
The success of this funding strategy is incumbent upon:

. increasing community Medicaid'revenues for an array of
community servces by increasing access, the amount of
services provided, and the number of persons served;

. separating the community system from St. Elizabeths

Hospital's system for bilng, management, service delivery,
quality assurance and support~ and

. . developing incentives for more effcie~t adminstrative
processes and servce delivery.

This strategy wil both enable and requie providers to buid a strong clinical and
management inastructure. Adding the appropriate kids of administrative
expertise and resourçes can best accomplish this task.. These resources should be
tied diectly to the new Deparment, so that the Deparment can effectively buid
the desired community-based system.

~

2. Coherent and Consistent Contract Fundinl! System

To be successfu, the funding approach outlied above requires a well.
defied and developed contract funding system. The system must encourage
consistency between servces provided by the Department and those provided by
contract agencies, as well as create clarity regarding requiements for Medicaid
covered and non-covered servces; Currently, the CMHS's servces contracting is
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. .
ill-defined, with varyng service definitions and payment methods and
inconsistent requirements for contract providers. Further, there is presently no
correlation between how either CMHS-provided or non-CMHS-provided services
are organized and paid for.

The following steps wil be taken to ensure that system funding has a clear
rationale, is easily understood and can be administered effectively:

. The Deparment will develop capacity and establish operating units to
implement and manage contracts, manage the flow 'of information for
billing and reporting, and assure that contracts are processed and
approved in accordance with District requirements.

. Provider agreements for Medicaid covered and non-Medicaid .covered

services will be established. These agreements will be uniform across
the system, and wil apply to Department operated and non-
Department operated servces. These agreements wil gude the
funding, service delivery and reporting requiements for Medicaid and

. non-Medicaid servces. The major diference between Medicaid and
non-Medicaid. services wiU be the applicabilty; of federal. Medicaid
requirements to Medicaid servce agreements.

. Uniform service definitions, reporting requirements, and payment

methods wil be established for servces not covered by Medicaid (e.g.,
housing, peer support, etc.). .

. For all consumers, eligibilty requiements will be established that wi

provide clarity concerning who quales for what services, and the
amount ofservices that can be made avaiable for qualified individuals
based on individualiieed and available resources.

. The Deparment wil also collect data on costs, servce use and outcomes to
explore the potential for new financing methodologies, suth as case rates or
capitation for selected target populations. For example, the.CatePoint Project
wil provide data that can be usefu in determining the viabilty of using case
rates as an alternative to a fee-for-service model. Such alternative fundig
methodologies should be used when they provide distinct incentives and
management advantages, and enable chidren and youth to succeed more quickly
and adults to move expeditiously toward recovery.

G. The Deoartment As A Provider

Serious consideration was given to whether the Department should be in
the business of diectly providig servces at all. . There are a multiplicity of non-
governmental mental health providers in the District, as well as outside of it,
which curently provide inpatient (acute), outpatient and rehabiltative services.
Moreover, as discussed above, CMHS's historic dual role has created serious
capacity and balancing problems, and similar types of issues have led most
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governmental jurisdictions to stop directly providing outpatient/rehabilitation
services.

The tests for assessing the propriety of providing Department-run services
. should be.whether the private sector is willing and able 

to provide a given

service, whether these services can be provided more effciently through the
private sector, and whether there is adequate capacity in 

the community to

provide the necessary volume of quality services via the private sector. These
inquiries have led to the conclusion that the Department should, for now at least,
be a provider for specifè mental health services through St. Elizabeths Hospital
and a consolidated single-entity CSA.

1. St. Elizabeths HosDÍtal

As discussed above, the primary point of connection and care coordination
for consumers in the District's new mental health system wil be the CSAs.
Secondar acute care services for both children and youth and adults will be .
provided under agreements with a number of willing and qualfied local acute

care hospitals with unused capacity. Such agreements are important because
general hospitals can be reimbursed for Medicaid-eligible psychiatric admissions,
while St. Elizabeths Hospital, as an IMD (Institutions for Mental Diseases),
generally cannot. Moreover, acute care 

hospital inpatient psychiatric admissions
will very likely be less stigmatizingt and more likely to result in integrated
healthcare and shorter lengths of stay (based on nationwide statistics) than
emergency ádmissions to St. Elizabethshave been. Mechanisms to establish this
new system model will 

be phased in over the next 12 months.

Even after these changes have been put in place, however, 'the Department

will continue to run a rebuit St. Elizabeths as a forensic hospital and a tertiary

care facilty to "back up" 
the new primar (CSA) and secondary (acute hospital)

care programs in the communty. Initially, St. Elizabeths may need to step in ü
an acute care hospital is unable to provide the intensity of acute services needed
in a paricular case. But as the new system and the communty hospitals make
the necessary adjustments, St. Elizabeths' civil-side role 

wi gradualy move to

the provision of tertiar care (3-12 months) for individuals 
whose behavioral

maniestations are so severe or intense that they need the securty and structure
of a public mentall;ospitaL. Such 

changes are consistent with other states'
improved management of 

their limited publicly operated inp~tient capacity.

It is clear, however, that there are communty-based models, such as the
CarePoint Project, that can be developed to meet the demands of even those with
signficant behavioral challenges or intense care needs. The Department should
consider these alternatives as the community system evolves over the next 3 to 5
years. For example, specialized 

community housing arrangements can and
should be created to meet the unique needs of 

persons who are deaf or elderly as

well as mentaly' il. Such community-based models are both more normalizing
and more liely to achieve better consumer and family involvement than
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traditional state hospital wards. The alternative use of St. Elizabeths discussed

below could be one area for this type of specialized development, if it is
incorporated into a design that provides opportunities for integrating people with
and without a disability.

Organizationaly, St. Elizabeths will have one Dire~tor/CEO, with full
responsibilty for al fiscal, management, and programmatic areas.
St. Elizabeths' budget will be discretely identified under the Department's overall
budget. The CEO will be held accountable to agreed-upon annual performance
goals with programmatic, quality, financial and operational measures established
to embody the Department's new mission, values and overal consumer-focused
orientation. The Department wil seek to provide high qualty personnel and
procurement support so that the Hospital can attract and retain quality staff.

The goal is to have the new St. Elizabeths run more like a free-standing
hospital than a traditional governmental facility. This wil requie new and
improved policies and practices. Innovation - in both St. Elizabeths and the

. Department's CSA - should be supported at al levels of the Department and the
District, with aneyø toward the creation of "enterprise-like" entities that can
compete in the marketplace.

. As the community CSA-based system. evolves, for example, DMH should
explore the development of a risk-based methodòlogy for funding CSAs. A single
rate, which could include the cost of tertiary care for at least persons with serious
mental ilnesses -- including a signcant portion of the cost of any requied
tertiazw care at.St. Elizabeths- could be established for some or all the.persons
CSAs are projected to se~e.The concept of primary care responsibility could be
taken to the next level by making it Clear that a person who is admitted to St.
Elizabeths remains the clinical and fiscal responsibilty of his or her CSA "home."
Ths model could create incentives for. St. Elizabeths to be maxaly responsive
to unmet community needs for tertiar care. It could also support the proposition
that the size and role ofa state institution is ultimately defined by what the
community system cannot do, rather than the other way around.

2. Sinide DMH-ODerated Core ServlceA2encx

As described above, due to the lack of curent capacity in the community,
the new Deparment will operate a single Core Servce Agency. This CSA wi be
managed by an Executive Director/CEO, who wil have full responsibility and
accountabilty for this agency.

!
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This CSA will be responsible for a range of adult and child and youth
services currently provided directly by CMHS, adapted to take full advantage of
the MRO approach to service delivery. The CSA wil also encompass the CMHS-
operated Multicultural Center and MCOTT, so 

as to create a stronger focus on

familes throughout the new CSA. Whle specialized and separate services for
. chidren and youth wil need to be maintained, duplicative infrastructure (and

costs) can be eliminated, and some service sites can serve as models for providing
both adult and child and youth services.

The Department-run' CSA will exist 
with the same rules and conditions as

any independent certifed CSA. For example, consumers wil- both initially
. and 'on a periodic basis ~ choose their CSA. Hence, the Department-run CSA

wil have to compete 
in the marketplace in which consumers will pick the core

service agency of their choice - whether it be the 
Department-run CSA or a

contracted CSA. The Deparment-run CSA will have to meet the same 

standards

as all other. CSAs and will be subject to the same fee schedules for MRO servces
or any other contracted servces" The intent is to create a choice-drven model, as
required by Medicaid, with a "level playingfield' for all CSAs.

The Departm~nt-run CSA will take several years to achieve a proper level
of stabilization and devélopment, even with strong leadership. However, as this
stabilzation occurs, the Department should explore appropriate legal options to
enable this CSA to operate as an independent non-profit organization. Ths
would enable the Department to focus its leadership efforts on its authority
functions, avoid perceptions of favoritism, and provide theCSA greater flexibilty
to operate with an independent Board, budget, personnel system, etc.

H. ~artnersmn Council as Advisorv Bodv

The DMH Director will establish a Partnership CoUncil to serve as an
active advisory body, 'providing advice and diection on key policy issues, such as
the annual budget, the annual 

strategic plan, proposed rules and standards, and

other major program initiatives or policy changes. The Parnership Council wil
consist of between 15 and 25 people, representing the varous geographic areas of
the District and a range of interests and perspectives concernig mental health
priorities, programs and practices. To ensure that the voices of consumers are
heard at the highest levels, at least 51% of 

the persons serving on the
Parnership Council wil be primar consumers or secondar consumers (family

members) of system servces. The Council shall reflect the varyng interests of
adults and chidren, youth and familes.
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Initially, the consumer and family member representatives on the Partnership
Council will be selected by the Director following receipt of nominations from
consumers and families. The Director wil also name al other members. Afer
these initial appointments, the Council will meet to elect offcers and establish
bylaws, which shall inchlde a process for selecting or reappointing members. The
Partnership Council will formalize a relationship with the Mayor's Mental
Health Planning Council, which performs specifc mental health planning
activities necessary to conform to federal law . There are numerous ways in
which these two bodies could collaborate. It is not the intent of this plan to
prescribe the relationship, but rather to ensure that these two advisory groups
work together toward the shared overarching goal of an improved mental health
system. Such a relationship is most likely to evolve if the Director of DMH is
responsible for coordinating with the Mental Health Planning CounciL.

I. Mental Health and Drug: and Alcohol Services

Many states provide mental health and drug and alcohol services as part of
a single behavioral health system. Other states have successfully created a
separate. cabinet level Department focused o~ alcohol and other drugs, which has
the statutory authority to coordinate with other health-related departments. At
fist glance, the levels of co-occurring disorders for persons with serious mental
ilness and drug and alcohol abuse may se,em to point toward some organizational'
congruence, at least for servces. delivered to co-effected persons. The two types of
servcesca:n also avail themselves of similar funding opportullties.sùch as the

avaiability of MRO.

Given the number of consumers needing both substance abuse and mental
health servces, the Mayor should be encouraged to create a task force to evaluate
the curent relationship of the District's mental health and drg and alcohol' .
servces. whicbare administered by the Addictions Prevention & Rehabiitation

. Agency ("APRA"). This.task force should evaluate - from the standpoint of

consumers and the experiences. of various states - curent delivery system(s)

throughout the country and recommend programmatic, policy and organizational
strategies. In the. meantime, the Deparment should continue CMHS's ongoing
plannng effort with APRA, targeted toward a pilot effort of co-location and
integrated mental health ttnd drug and alcohol servces.

_.. . ~.. ........- ...._--.... .. 26



l IV. WHAT DMH WILL NEED FROM THE MAYOR

A. . Local Fundinl!

Under this Plan, the Department wil be in a state of dynamic (and at
times dramatic) change fór a period of 3 to 5 years. This change will include the.
continued evolution of St. Elizabeths as new community services develoPt the
building of a new Hospital with a'more cost-effcient infastructure, the creation

of a separate mental health authoritYt the development of an expanded and
collaborative housing strategy, and the ful implementation of MRO for both
'adults and children and youth.

r

The system-wide cost per person served should begin to decrease as these
changes occur. The tradeoff, however, is that the system should and must
signcantly increase the number of people it serves on an annual basis. CMHS-
funded services currently serve less than 2% (approximately 1.3% total; 1.4% of
persons age. 18 and older and 0.9% of children and youth age 17 and younger) of
the population of the District of Columbia. This rate is dramatically lower than
that of other urban areas, and clearly is not responsive to the compellng need for
mental health servces for adults and - to an even greater degree - for children

and youth. As appropriate natural environment and site;,based community
mental health services are made more avaiable under this Plan over the next 3
to 5 years, and their existence and benefit become known to the District's
residents, it seems reasonable to expect the District's mental health system
should reach a service level of 5% or higher across all populations.l

.

It is thus critical that the Mayor do everything within his power .to protect
the current level of localfunding ($138.4 m) to allow this new system time to
achieve proper balance and development. Without such support from the Mayor,
funds historically earmarked for hospital-based treatment' for per$ons with severe

mental illness are in danger of being prematurely diverted from the mental health
system, well before the much-needed community-based services can develop and
begin to serve the mental health needs of the rest of the community. If such a
scenario is allowed to unfold, the District will be unable to sustain the community-
based integrated system of care required under Dixon. Thus, the Court will need
to maintain an active role in monitoring the City's financial commitment over'
time.

r 1 The Distrct of Columbia Mental Health Needs and ServiCes Estimation Project (1999) estimates prevalence
or serious emotional distubance (SED) at 9, 264 children and yoúth - representing 7.46% of the total orthe
Distct population - or 124,257 children and youth ages 0-17; and prevalence or serious mental illness (SMI)

at 23,020 adults representig 5.81% of the total of the Distrct's population ofapproximately 396,224 adults.
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The commitment not to cut funds to the Department should extend for a minimum
of 3 fiscal years, beginning with the 2002 fiscal year budget. This local funding base is
needed to provide the 30% match for the MRO program, to support the largely
unreimbursable cost of the new Hospital, and to cover the necessary administrative and
non-federally funded expenses associated with the new service system. By the close of FY
2004, the new system should be sufficiently developed to permit a fair evaluation and
assessment of the appropriate local and federal funding levels necessary to meet the

.requirements under Dixon and the Court-approved Plan.

In addition to the above, the Transitional Receiver has recently uncovered
information raising significant concerns about the historic accuracy of records relating to
the anticipated receipt of funds due from Medicare, Medicaid and Federal Beneficiaries
under the current hospital-based funding system. As this Plan is implemented, of course,
the funding scheme for the Department.will transition from a hospital-based

reimbursement methodology to the new community-based reimbursement model that takes
advantage of the Medicaid Rehabilitation Option. While hospital income will decrease

during this period, new revenues generated from the community-based Medicaid
Rehabilitation.Option will (over the next 2 years) take the place of those lost hospital-based
resources. The revenues from Medicare, Medicaid and Federal Beneficiaries, augmented by
local funding, currently must support the entire spending plan for the Department.
Therefore, inaccuracies such as there may be regarding current funding sources, could raise
very serious and basic questions regarding the ability of the Department to finance its
planned áctivities in the short term.

This Plan therefore calls for an aggressive review and analysis of all third
party revenues and grants with the intent of validating the current and past revenue
projections and to maxmizing collections from all third party revenue sources. As the
Department stabilizes the current reimbursement methodologies and transitions to the new
methodologies, it will be necessary for the Department and the District CFO's office to agree
on the total funds to be made available to the Department during this transition phase. The
Transitional Receiver recommends that the Department's spending levels should be
maintained in total through Fiscal 2001 (transition year) and FY 2002 (first full year under
the plan), which may necessitate additiona:llocal revenues. During this time, the
Department and the Cli's office will reevaluate the fund sources and determine an
appropriate revenue projection based on the new Medicaid reimbursement system.

The MiiYol"'s annual budget request to the District Council shall be
sufcient to car óut the obligations imposed by the orders in this case, includig the

mandated provisions in the Transitional Receiver's Plan. The District shal, withi two

weeks prior to the submission of the Mayor's proposed budget to the D.C. Council, submit
the Mayor's proposed budget for the Department of Mental Health to the Dixon plaintiffs
for review and comment. Thereafter, the Dixon paries shall confer on the budget proposal
and attempt to resolve any issues related to the sufciency of funding. In the event the
Dixon parties are unable to reach agreement, Dixon plaintiffs may seek appropriate relief'
with the Court within two weeks following the Mayor's submission of the budget to the
D.C. Council.
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B. Provide Visible and EmDowered SUDDort

The Mayor has made a commitment 
not just to resolve judicially-imposed

receiverships, but to work at addressing the underlying prob.lems that caused the Federal
Court ultimately to take such action. To that end, the Mayor has engaged a high-level
staf person specifcally dedicated to helping the 

City achieve these sound objectives. This

support 'from the Mayor's Office has proven invaluable in working across agency lines in
an effective ànd expeditious manner. Should this dedicated staff support dissolve when
the Receivership ends, the Mayor's general staff - which is unfortunately overwhelmed
with competing demands for time and attention - wil not be able to provide the same
level of Mayoral endorsement.

It is therefore recommended that the Mayor continue to dedicate a visible and
empowered staff person to work with the evolving new mental health system. This person
should have responsibilty for troubleshooting problems and actively assisting the Director
of DMH with interagency issues and opportunities' (e.g., hóusing, Medicaid, drug & alcohol,
law enforcement, and chid and youth initiatives). This staffng commitment should
extend through FY 2004 - for the same reasons as should the local funding commitment
- to be reevaluated at that point. .

The expansion of the community-based system and the community placement of
Dixon class members from St. Elizabeths will require the Mayor's leadership in the
development of affordable housing, especially units that are adapted to the specialized
needs of the elderly and persons with physical challenges. Although the Department will
continue to work with its own housing intermediary, and will continue to reprogram funds
for this expansion, assistance and support is needed to secure Section 8 certifcates,
establish set-asides and increase federal support for new and existing public and private
housing initiatives. .

Although the Department wil assume a leadership role in partnering with other
District agencies, the Mayor's assistance is needed to 

complete effective, formal

interagency agreements. For example, arrangements defining the responsibilities of, and
the alocation of resources from, the Mental Retardation and Developmentàl Disabilties
Administration and Adult Protective Servces must be identifed as soon as 

possible to

prevent continued reliance on St. Elizabeths for adults who have a developmental
disabilty or who are vunerable due to age or povert:

c. Offer Leadersbip OD DMH EDabliDI! Lel!islation

Enabling legislation.must be enacted to meet Cour-ordered and
programmatic deadlines for accomplishing changes in the system. Until this
legislation is passed, the new Director of Mental Health a~d the Department wil .
not have the requisite powers and duties to assume the authority role that is so
integral to this Plan. The Transitional Receiver's Offce can and wil undertake
much of the work necessary to achieve this objective. 

Nevertheless, the

enactment of legislation will require the Mayor's enthusiastic public
endorsement, as well as that of other City leaders, includigìn particular the

Corporation Counsel and the Deputy Mayor for Chidren, Youth and Familes.
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D. Influence Communitv Attitudes Toward Persons With

Mental Illness

The Mayor is in a unique position to alter attitudes toward persons with
mental illness, who have historicaly been excluded and stigmatized by the wider
community. As was noted above, the new Deparment (through its public
relations function) wil take the lead in developing new community education and
anti-stigma initiatives. As this effort unfolds, there will periodically be'
opportunities, and the need, for the Mayor and his communications offce to lendvisible support. .

./ E. Involve DMH in St. Elizabeths CamDus DeveloDment Plans

As the new St. Elizabeths.is planned and constructed, it will
incrementally free up for alternative use all of the hospital's West Campus and
most of the East Campus. Assuming federal cooperation, the District will tççke on
the role of lead planner for the development of this enormously attractive parcel of
land and' historic buildingS. The District should take advantage .of this incredible
opportunity for creative alternative use planning, and the multi-year process
should be started as soon as possible.

t The new St. Elizabeths Hospital will eventually become one of the multiple
tenants in this new St. Elizabeths community. Department leadership should
playa significant role in the planning process to facilitate smooth transitions as
the Department vacates buildings and land. It will also help ensure that the
special needs of persons with mental iUness (e.g., housing and vocational
opportunities) are fully appreciated and included in the overall master plan as
this new community takes shape.

Until such time as an overall plan is developed and approved, the District
should resist any piecemeal efforts to locate other non-mental.health services or
programs on the St. Elizabeths campus.

v. TRSITION PHAES'

t

As has been noted, this Plan must be implemented ove.r a number of years.
The fundamental infastructure necessar to achieve meaningf systems
development does notciientlyexist, and must b.e put into place as quickly as.
possible, or every program intiative discussed in this Plan wil be at risk. The

implémentation of this Plan iirust be deliberate, inclusive and expedited, through
solid organizational and legal buiding blocks to support the new 

system. In the'
face ora long history of failed promises, it is crtical that the system be
constructed on a foundation of demonstrated performance. With these precepts
in mind - and working within the framework of the existing consent order
appointing the Transitional Receiver - Plan implementation will occur in three
basic developmental phases.

10
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A. Phase I

To enable the new system to move forward with a solid base of .

infrastructure development and community support, the following milestones are
critical to providing a solid foundation for the new system. .

1. ~ro!!ram ~oDed and ADDroved bv Medicaid

The new Medicaid Rehabiltation Option should be fully developed and
approved by the Medicaid administration (M and HCFA). The policies,
standards, information and payment systems and certifcation teams necessary
to begin actual implementation must be in place. Although this is a major
undertakng that will require extraordinary effort, the old method of flowing
Federal funds to com,nunityagencies is no longer viable. It is also true that the
new community system (the CSAs) wil be shaped by the nine services envisioned
in the MRO program. Hence, moving forward as quickly as possible on MRO isabsolutely essential. .

2. ~ODment ofDMH Authoritv Functions
To implement the MRO and CSA components of the Plan, it is essential

that the new Department begin to put into place the authority functions outlined
above. The leadership capacity and. specific competencies needed to carry out
these functions must be created. This wil require a major commitment
(internally and externally) t~ identif the leadership necessary to support the
new systèm. Whe this authority development wil occur incrementally over the
next 12 to 18 months as the systems grow, the key leadership needs to be in place
in order for early development to take plåce on a solid basis.

Because this current-year development of the authority functions was not
anticipated in the original 2001 budget, the major 2001 budgetar cost centers
wil have to be modied to match the four major cost centers of the new and
evolving structure:.the mental health authority, the department-run core servce
agency, contracted-for community servces, and St. Elizabeths. The pree'xisting
budget structure fell entirely under St. Elizabeths Hospital. .

3. Hire DMH Director

. As indicated earlier, the Director wil be a cabinet level position reporting

diectly to the Mayor's offce. The 
Mayor should therefore 

make the final hing

decision on the Director, but this decision must be made with the concurrence of
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the Transitional Receiver and in consultation with the Plaintiffs. It is also
. advisable that a reasonable cross-section of other interested parties be included

in the intervew process. The obvious goal is to attract and employ a very high
quality person to this key leadership position. The new Director should be hired
as soon as.possible so that he or she can be involved in the early development and

. leadership of the system, and to provide continuity between the Director and the
. Transitional Receiver. This process, in which the Mayor's Offce has been

paricipating, is well underway as of this writing, and the Transitional Receiver
anticipates that the new Director will be hied as soon as possible.

4. Enabline- Le2"slation in Place

The new Department requires enabling legislation to provide the powers
and duties necessary to f1,nction both as an authority and as a reconstituted

provider. This legislation must replace and supersede current legis.lation and
executive orders regarding the existing Commission on Mental Health Servces.
It must clearly designate the new Department as the District agency primarily
responsible for meeting the public mental health needs of the District's residents.
To meet the mandates of this Plan, this or other legislation must accomplish a
number of things, including but not limited to the following.

. It must strengthen and update the protections for an consumers

receiving public mental health care.

. It must place all relevant authòrityfor mental health licensure,

certification or oversight with DMH, including the authority to certif
CSAs and to license Community Residential Facilties.

. It must amend the Mental Health Information Act to reaf the

necessary protections of medical inormation privacy, cOD:sistent with
the requiements for good continuity of care.

. It must create an alternative planning, review and approval process

withi DMH for communty-based servces certifed or licensed by the
Deparment, that is consistent in policy intent with the existing
Certifcate of Need ("CON") statute but replaces that function for
mental health servces.

. It mttst establish independent DMH personnel and procurement
authority within the new Deparment, consistent with District law,
which wil work in parnership with the District's Personnel and
Procurement offces to develop exemplar polices and practices in both

11
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of these areas. This wil maximize the Department's ability to operate
time-efficiently in these areas and to develop contemporary personnel
and human resource practices so that it can compete in the health care
marketplace.

. It must establish the responsibility of the Department to achieve joint

commitment across all systems to change and to build a single system
of care for children, youth and their familes.

. It must make the new Department's key leadership accountable to the

DMH Director, as described above, whie at the same time requiring
compliance with relevant District laws and policies in specific areas.

In addition, legislation amending the Ervn Act must be proposed as
soon as possible, and before the D.C. Council adjourns for the summer of 2001.
The Ervin Act must be amended, for example, to increase community access
points for consumers as required by Federal law and to make it feasible for
community hospitals to provide acute care psychiatric hospitalizations.

5. Bee:innine: thé EXDansion of Community Services

r
Adoption of the MRO presents the opportunity to develop expanded and

extended community services. Some existing servces will be broadened, and
several entirely new services (including Assertive Community Tréatment,
Community Based Intervention, Emergencyl Crisis, Partial Hospitalization and
Rehabiltation) wil be made available. These services should be offered to
persons who are eligible for Medicaid or public mental health servces under the
Deparment's criteria. The Department must also give high priority to the
development of servces and resources not covered under the MRO, including but
not limited to supported housing, supported employment, consumer operated
servces and nonMRO covered crisis stabilzation. Whe the development of

. expanded and extended community services wi take place over tinne, it should
begin durng this Phase I period and moye aggressively forward in the months
that follow.

A specifc plan for the development of these servces and the expansion of
housing opportunities should be put in place for persons currently hospitalized at
Si: Elizabeths Hospital and those at risk of hospitalzation. Ths plan should be

r
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based on a current and ongoing assessment of each person's level of care and
service'needs to assure that persons who do not require an inpatient level of care
wil be given the opportunity to live in the most integrated community setting
possible. .

The Department must take the lead in the development of such services,
for children, youth and their familes, as well as for adults, so that critical

. improvements in and progressive developm'ent of community servces can be
achieved. Spch targeted improvements must include the following.

a. Initiation of Community Support Services (CSP) and Community
Based Intervention (CBI) services is the fist priority for children, youth and
families. These servces wil enable the system to develop community care teams,
wrap-around services and kinship and family support programs.

Wrap around is a one-on-one service provided by trained professional
teams in the home of the child or youth and their family or a surrogate family,
and in other community settingG such as the classroom. The service can be
provided intensely for familes in crisis, or scaled down for families learning new
skills or needing help over time. Al of these services are essential if the
Department (and the partner service systems, such. as Chid & Family Services'
Administration (CFSA) and the Board of Education (BOE)) are to be successfu in
returning chidren. more quickly from out-of-home placements or in avoiding such
placements altogether. These developments, along with creation of a range of
crisis stabilzation alternatives - both in home and out of home - should enable
these systems to provide alternatives to acute care hospitalzation or to shorten
those lengths of stay.

TheDep~ment must also devote the resources necessar to assure that
chidren. and youth with multiple or special needs can be accommodated and well.

. served in this new system. Ths consumer group includes chidren and youth in
the juvenie justice system and those who have been labeled as sexual offenders
and victims of trauma including rape, incest or other physical or emotional abuse;
it also includes those who have serious emotional problems in addition to being
physically handicapped, deaf or hard of hearing, developmentaly delayed, or
behavioraly challenged. Youth transitioning to adulthood, especially those who

. are unable to face the chalenges of adulthood successfuly without special help
cureiitly unavailable from the adult mental health services system, also requie
p.articular attention. .

14
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The new Department must give priority to developing these alternatives
through an organized network of providers and CSAs using a care coordination
and management approach. This system should be CSA-based, and developed
collaboratively with partner service systems and the Medical Assistance
Administration and its health plan organizations. The system should assure that
each child or youth and his or her family is the focus of a single, integrated and
family-centered treatment planning process facilitated by a well trained clinical
case management team. These teams must be trained in the uSe of 

alternatives
to hospitalization/ong term community residential placement. Based on
experience in other communities, the mental health system and its partner
agencies will be able to utilze these services and this approach to reduce non-
'community placements and utilze private hospitals for acute care services.

b. The Department must also move aggressively to further the
development of community 

service alternatives for adults. This development
'should be organized and implementéd with the same attention to avaiability and

flexibility of resources as 'has been done successfully for persons assigned to the
CarePoint Project. In the next year, priority should be given to the areas
dèscribed below. It should be noted that development of 

these resources within
this timeframe and at a level suffcient to meet the level of needs of consumers in
these priority categories wil require signficant re-allocation of existing resources

in the CMHS budget from inpatient to outpatient services.

..

1. A pilot program should be developed for adultn housed on the
forensic side of St. Elizabeths Hospital who have received the maxmum benefit
from hospital treatment in the Forensic Program and who, consistent with public
. safety, could benefit from living in the community and receiving rec.0very oriented
community treatm~nt and support. This pilot program should 

have three

components. First, due to the legal status of such persons~ the Superior Court will
retain primary control over them and there should be a tracking system to monitor
the clinical care as closely as necessary based on the individual's clinical needs
and their legal circumstances. The second component is specialized Assertive
Community Treatment ("ACT'9 Team services for every person leaving the
hospital. It should be' established as defined in the MRO standards but with staff
assigned to the ACT who have experience working with persons with a forensic
status. The third compC?nent is simply that each 'person assigned 

to this pilot
should have full access to community services and resources that best meet their
needs, consistent with the access to financial and other resources being made
available. through the CarePoint pilots. Such resources should include the
provision of appropriately designedq,nd supported community housing. Thus the
pilot program should include the contractual relationships with CSAs that will
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have the ability to organize services and resources to assure such persons have the
access the:y want and need.

2. For curent "long term" civil patients at St. Elizabeths for whom
community placement is recommended, and for persons who can be diverted from
long hospital stays before becoming long term patients, CSAs must 

form ACT

and/or Community Support Teams. The CarePoint Project should also be
expanded over time as part of this development. For "long term" and potentially
long term patients, tbebenefit acquisition proçess should be started as early as

possible and recovery plans developed to include the needed transition and

community support services that will be needed prior to and following discharge
into the community.

Community staf assigned to such suppol1 teams should begin taking
responsibility for discharge planning as soon as such persons are identified as
discharge ready, so that staff can begin building a relationship with the person
being discharged. Community Support Teams 

and ACT staff also should have
access to community resources and should initiate the benefit process to
effectuate a smooth and timely transition to community living and access to
community resources, including any necessary bridge fuds for initial housing
support to network providers. If necessar, communty support m~st be
avaiable daiy for persons in this. transitional stage. Peers and staf should also
be available to provide one-on-one support until such a person is safely and
securely settled into their home and daily routtne:

Based on a more detailed analysis of specifc needs, the Department should
request that CSAs develop ACT and Community Support Teams for specifc
groups of 

persons with high risks and assure the avaiabilty of staff 
who have

skis and traing in servng the high-risk groups as necessar. These high-risk

groups include persons with dual disorders or disabilties, persons who are deaf,

older adults and persons with physical handicaps 
or chalengig medical needs.

3. The Department shal seek to expand the civi-side community
system to include private hospitals who, through agreement with the Deparment
and the CSAs, wil admit DMH consumers appearing voluntarly and/or pursuant
to a cour order. The agteements with CSAs wil include very specifc continuity
of care arangements under which thè CSAs wil accept persons ready for
discharge to ACT and Community Support Teams, and the commitment to meet
judicial obligations that may exist. Ths wil help 

buid a stable network of
community servces (including inpatient servces) for persons who would
otherwise have only St. Elizabeths as an alternative.

.4. The Deparment must also establish a review process to measure level of
fuctioning and acuity of need in order to triage persons into the most appropriate care'

system. The review . should be undertaken when such persons enter the system
through the Hub or at one of the CBAs. The objective of the review wil be to identif

persons who do not meet the criteria for inpatient hospitalization but need intensive
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outreach and community-based services either in conjunction with crisis stabilization
services or in lieu of crisis stabilization.

Ideally this process of identifyng acuity and determining functional 

level of need

should be 'used for everyone entering the system, whether or not they are hospitalized.

This assures t4at consumers are receiving the level and type of supports needed for
recovery and should help consumers and staff monitor the consumer's recovery and
health status. Implementation of a reguar and uniorm review process for all persons
receiving servces on an ongoing basis in the community (including acute care
hospitals) or at St. Elizabeths will minimize people stagnating in one place and wil aid
in the determination of priorities for development of resources as well as in the
assessment of the need for bed capacity at St. Elizabeths.

c. Planning for affordable and accessible housing is a major challenge and

widely regarded as critical to the recovery and suc~essful community ådjustment for
adults with serious mental illness and youth with emotional problems transitioning
into adulthood. The Commission has been engaged in a planning process to update its
housing plan. The new Department should complete that Plan no later than June 1,
2001.

In FY 2001, CMHS was able to successfuy reprogram $3.9 milion from funds
no longer needed in the capital budget for use in developing new housing units for
persons with mental illness. CMHS has also recommended that the District provide an
additional $11,100,000 over the next two years for the purpose of developing and
subsidizing a minimum of 300 additional new housing units for the three year period. .

The plan should specif housing development targets, support strategies, and
goals for leveraging additional public and private funds for development and subsidies.
The plan must also address approaches for parnering witl~ other local and federal
'government agencies and foundations with housing resources to meet the needs of this

. population.

Plannin or the New St Elizabeths

This plan contemplates the consolidation of the current St. Elizabeths Hospital
onto the East campus and the construction of a new hospital building to house most, if
not all, of St. Elizabeths' remaining hospital capacity. While this effort will take time;
planning for it must begin in this Phase I period. As of this writing'. the architectural
and engineering ~id was under negotiation, and it should proceed as rapidly as
possible. It is expected that:

. The new hospital will be built over a 3-year period, with a projected
completion date of late 2004.

. There will be a minimal level of inpatient hospital services, both civil
and forensic, to ensure the needs of the mentally ill are met.
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. Service arrangements with acute care hospitals will be in place. .

within the next 12 months. It is anticipated that service agreements
for child and youth services will be in effect by April 

1 , 2001. .-
. This will allow St. El~zabeths to function (by FY 2002) as a 

tertiary

hospital on the civil side, as the CSAs, as the primary providers of
care, gradually assume care management responsibilities, c;nd the
Hub service and local acute hospitals provide a secondary level of
back-up for persons in crisis.

. Currently hospitalized individuals determined by their treating
professionals to no longer need hospitalization must be returned to
the community and provided the necessary supports 

through
agreements with CSAs,and through expansion of Community
Support Teams, ACT (including specialized tec;ms where necessary)
and the CarePoint Project.

. Housing initiatives will be intensifid, as contemplated by the recent
reprogramming and programming over the next three years of over
$15 million to expand the array of affordable housing for persons
served by DMH and CSAs.

t .. The development of care management, community support and
wraparound services for children through the CSAs will enable the
Department to establish agreements with community hospitals to
provide acute care for children and youth. .

. St. Elizabeths'statutorily-mandated role as a forensic hospital will
not change, but the Department will 

develop community initiatives

for persons with a forensic status as part of an overall forensic
. services plan, beginning with the forensic community services pilot
plan referred to above.

Despite these expectations, many questions remain as to the appropriate
sizing and staging of the new St. Elizabeths. On January 22 and 23, 2001,. the
Transitional Receiver convened. a special task force to di~cuss and elicit
recommendations and feedback on the future of St. Elizabeths. The input from
that task force validates the direction being taken for community planning, but it
also identifid varius additional concerns and conditions that will need to be

addressed by DMH, the parties and the community in order for the plan to 'be
successful:

. a. Current St. Elizàbeths patients for whom community placement has' been

recommended must be placed in the community as promptly as possible. For all
other current St. Elizabeths patients, the Department should establish a level of
care review process, with a projected completion date of July 1, 2001, in order to

\..-- .
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identify others for whom community placement may be appropriate. This process
should be used for persons on both the civil side and the forensic side of St.
Elizabeths, although the forensic review process should be adapted to recognize

legal constraints as well as the projectéd program or policy impact of other related
systems (e.g., D.C. Jail, U.S. Marshals, 

etc.). Consumers ~nd staff with first hand

knowledge of community services and staff with strong clinical and community
support knowledge should be involved as participants and advisors in the overall
level of care review process. The outcomes of this review should help inform
community and hospital planning, defining the range and scope of needs of
persons in the review.

The level of care review will be adapted for long term use by the Department
and its CSAs for determining the appropriate level of care ancc services for each
consumer based on the acuity of his or her needs and his or her own recovery plan.
Tools used in this process may also be used by consumers and their clinical
management teams tò track outcomes and team performance. The review process
should also assist the Department in planning for the allocation of resources.

b. Planning should be based on several important principles. First, the
design of the new hospital should provide for maxmum flexibility to facilitate
adjustments in levels of security between the civil and forensic populations.
Second, the new hospital's design should accommodate varying degrees of security
within forensic services so that forensic patients are able to incrementally advance
to less .secureareas as their treatment teams and the courts may concur that such
changes are appropriate. Third, the new Hospital should be sized to reflect the
development of a reasonably mature community system within 3 years,' and the
phasing down and closing of existing wards and buildings as the community
system develops. Fourth, given patient needs and. the critic~l need to relocate long
term hospital patients to appropriate community settings, priority for the new
beds being planned should be given to: .

. forensic 
patients (maxmum through minimum security),

. acute care patients (to back-up community acute system 

as needed) and

. intermediate stay patients (3-12 months).

c. A more definitive determination concerning the number of beds
needed on the civil side of the hospital should be reached based on the outcome of
the level of care review'process described above, and the conditions of the review
should also be accommodated in the planning.
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d. As the'District develops a master plan for the St. Elizabeths campus,
DMH must be irtcludedin the overall planning efforts. One critical opportunity-
given the overall scarcity of housing in the District - is to develop specialized
housing for persons with special needs. These smaller and scattered site units
could be designed and staffed with special populations, such as persons with
special health care needs, in mind. This is intended 

to supplement the other

housing initiatives underway.

7. ~ormance Meàsures Developed

An overall methodology for measuring systems performance must be put.in
place. This is a critical component of 

any system, but is especially important in
an evolving new system of c.are. There are innumerable areas in which
measurement could be meaningf. However, as a practical matter,. no system
can adequately incorporate endless measures. .

A subset of the "most meaningf" performance measures needs to be
articulated and measured consistently over time. These measures should be
developed in at least four areas: access, quality, cost-effciency and systems
support. Some measures may well be structural indicators (e.g., was the
Medicaid Rehabiltation Option implemented or not?); some may be process
indicators (e.g.,were'service gudelines or standards met?); and some may be
outcome indicators (e.g. do consumers make improvements and how satisfied are
they?).

This overall methodology is to be developed, broadly reviewed, and put in
place promptly pursuant to a schedule to be de~eloped by the Director, and the
Transitional Receiver, so that it can then be utilzed as par of a larger systèms
improvement pllosophy. The objective is to develop consistently measured data
which can be used to chart servce improvement efforts. This wil be a par of the

Deparment's ongoing qualty assurance/enhancement program.

B. Phase II
The Cour's order decrees that the Transitional Receiver move into a.motttoring

role for a six-month period following transfer of 
responsibilty for the day-to-day

operations of the mental health system to the District government. Durg the Phase
II monitoring period, the District wil enter a probationary period. The Transitional
Receiver's responsibility wil then be to monitor the District's compliance in. .

implementirg the Plan approved by the Cour. 'The Transitional Receiver wil
establish a monitoring schedule. The Transitional Receiver wi also prepare a

monitorig budget for Phase II. This 
budget wil be received by the parties prior to its

submission for Court approvaL.

In Phase II, the DMH Director will have ful operational responsibilty for the
Deparment pursuant to the terms of the original Order. The Director, with the
Support of the Mayor and the enabling legislation, wil have .the responsibilty for
managing the affairs of the Department. The Director wil work closely with the
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Transitional Receiver to ensure a smooth transition from the active stage of the
Receivership through the monitoring stage. The Director should take the lead in the
development of the FY 2002 Strategic Plan for DMH. The FY 2002 strategic plan wil
use the Receiver's plan to provide direction for setting priorities, timelines and resource
allocation; The Transitional Receiver wil have full opportunity for review and
comment on the strategic plan as to adequacy and congruence with the Receiver's Plan.

One responsibility of the new Director will be to provide quarterly written
reports outlining the progress the District is making in implementing this Plan. In
these reports, the Director wil be required to identify impediments to timely and
successful implementation, and to work with the Mayor to propose additional supports
needed to achieve the progress envisioned under this Plan.

The Director and the Transitional Receiver will develop, in consultation with the
paries, specifc measures for monitoring the performance of the District during Phase
II and exit criteria for the termination of the Receivership. Performance measures

. shall be developed at the earliest opportunity, and no later than 30 days following the
date on which the new Director begins employment. The exit criteria shall be
developed at the earliest opportunity, and no later than 120 days following the date on

which the new Director begins employment. In the event the Transitional Receiver
and thè new Director are unable to reach agreement, or that either par objects to the

performance measures and/or exit criteria, the parties shall present their respective'
positions to the Court, which shal make a determination consistent with the orders
and decrees in this case.

c. Phase III
If, at the conclusion of the probationary period, the Transitional Receiver

certifes that the District is. capable of implementing, and is implementing, the Plan,
the Receivership will terminate at the Èmd of Phase II. It is important to anticipate
and plan for the post-Receivership phase, however, because it is the performance of the
neW Department post-Receivership that wil determine the success of the Plan and the
capabilty of the District to operate an effective and effcient mental health system.

As has been noted above, the criteria established by the Cour wi serve as
the basis for Phase III monitoring. As the specifc criteria are established,
protocols and methodologies for monitoring each of the criteria wi also be
adopted. It is anticipated that there wi be a process of progressive

disengagement. As demonstrated progress is made on specifc criteria, such
criteria wil be deleted from the monitoring list. The ultimate goal- following
the achievement of substantial and sustained compliance by the District - is the

resolution and dismissal of the underlying Dixon case itself.
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